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 MERTZON — The wisest Indian ever to roam this area was a sort of back country type redman 
called Bent Camper. At his peak he was probably the most inquisitive thinker in the Indian Nation. But 
strangely enough, historians have ignored him, giving him the same amount of space in their records as they 
allow the father of penny ante poker. 
 Bent Damper’s thinking career started during his apprentice years as a tomahawk handle fitter. 
White he was fitting war heads to handles, deep thought would pass through his own head. 
 For hours on end he would wonder why rain dances were held only during dry spells. As if that 
wouldn’t stretch his thinking gland to capacity, he’d turn to pondering over why the elders insisted on 
prescribing hair balls for the dreaded breach cloth rash, when powdered bat wings were a far superior 
remedy. 
 As he passed into manhood, his quest into the unanswerable mysteries of his existence broadened. 
He engaged in endless solitary meditations, trying to understand why the white man’s attacks were called 
“police actions” or “light retaliatory skirmishes” while any offhand hair-lifting by his people was 
immediately branded an Indian ambush or Indian atrocity. 
 Then his cogitations were directed toward the domestic front. All in all, he must have spent 30 
moons attempting to solve what to do about the day of the week the Indians called The Hours of the 
Wretched Spirit. That’s the way the Indians referred to what we call Monday morning. 
 It was a challenging problem. Bent Damper knew the only answer was to abolish the day 
completely. But just as soon as the orthodox Indians would agree to a calendar change, the unorthodox 
members of the tribe would bring up some foolishness about how it was their opponents who first made 
eating bugs against the Council’s laws. The two groups feuded and fussed until Bent Damper was the only 
one left who knew what the issue was. 
 Oh, to be sure, both sects favored ending the hours of the wretched spirit, when the opening of the 
week found the teepees filled to overflowing by throngs of ailing redmen wailing and carrying on like a 
pack of sick savages. But after time’s healing effects, plus ample drafts of spring water, had arrested the 
trouble at hand, the same old fight was resumed with renewed vigor. 
 The strain of the constant bickering began to affect Bent Damper’s nerves. Half-heartedly he 
dabbled in one more project before his disappeared into obscurity. In his waning moments he made a feeble 
stab to find out why squawlets giggled and squaws scowled. 
 Although this last project failed, Bent Damper did get credit for isolating the exact time at which a 
newly wed woman lost interest in sewing buttons on her brave’s hunting jacket and became enchanted with 
the habit of whiling away the hours chattering with her neighbors. This was a contribution that, needless to 
say, has smoothed the path for latter day students of female behavior. 
 Under our modern system, we haven’t produced even one thinker to compare with the wise old 
Indian. Wars continue to defy explanation. Monday after Monday passes without anyone showing the 
slightest interest in curing the problem. Women, both the married and unmarried variety, remain a mystery 
that would make J. Edgar Hoover summon outside help. 
 Day by day, the need increases for someone to come to the rescue. 


